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Abstract
An expression for the intensity of the electromagnetic field radia-
tion is derived up to the order next to the dipole approximation. Our
approach is based on the fundamental equations from the introduc-
tory course of classical electrodynamics and the derivation is carried
out using straightforward mathematical transformations.
Key words: multipole expansion; radiation; higher multipole mo-
ments; anapole; toroidicity.
1 Introduction
Multipole expansion is a well-known technique applied in calculations
of electromagnetic [1, 2] and gravitational fields [3, 4] at large distances
from sources. In stationary cases, such as electrostatic problems, this
approach is mainly linked to simple series expansions and certain sym-
metrization procedures [5, 6]. Treatment of magnetostatic problems
requires more elaborate techniques beyond the lowest order [7]. How-
ever, it becomes more tricky in the case of the electromagnetic field
radiation. Moreover, in textbooks on classical electrodynamics one
of the terms beyond the dipole approximation is typically omitted in
expressions for the radiated power even if the detailed derivations are
given (see, e.g., [8, 9, 10]; for an exception see [11]).
The goal of this article is to derive an expression for the radiated
power in the approximation next to the dipole one using the basic
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equations of electrodynamics and the techniques from vector and ten-
sor calculus. From the methodological point of view, our approach is
advantageous comparing to the derivations based on gauge symmetries
[12] or solutions to the scattering problem [13]. Indeed, our deriva-
tion only requires knowledge of the fundamental relations from the
introductory course of classical electrodynamics and involves straight-
forward mathematical transformations. In addition, the simplicity of
our approach allows one to obtaining a correction to the dipole ra-
diation sufficient for any practical purposes; more general derivations
might be found in [7, 14, 15, 16, 17].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An expression for the
radiated power via the Poynting vector and magnetic field is obtained
in Section 2. The multipole expansion of the radiative part of the
vector potential is given in Section 3. The detailed derivations of each
contribution into the radiated power are presented in Section 4. Brief
discussion of the results is given in Section 5.
2 Poynting vector and radiated power
In a region of the space without charges and currents, the energy
conservation law for the electromagnetic field in the differential form
is
∂w
∂t
+ div S = 0, (1)
where w is the energy density (we use the Gaussian units)
w =
E2 +B2
8pi
, (2)
and S the energy flux density (the Poynting vector)
S =
c
4pi
E×B. (3)
Applying Gauss’s theorem to Eq. (1), the radiated power
I = −dW
dt
≡ d
dt
∫
w dV,
can be reduced to the surface integral of the Poynting vector:
I =
∮
Σ
S · dΣ =
∫
Ω=4pi
|S|r2 dΩ, (4)
2
where on the r.h.s the integration is performed over the complete solid
angle. From this expression, one can conclude that only those fields
contribute to the radiation, which ensure the dependence |S| ∝ 1/r2
as r →∞.
In the far zone, the magnetic and electric fields can be written as
the sums
E = E0 + E1, B = B0 + B1, (5)
where the second terms (E1 and B1) are proportional to 1/r and
thus correspond to the radiation part of the field. Since the electric
(E1) and magnetic (B1) field vectors are orthogonal and equal by
magnitude, it is sufficient to consider the norm of the Poynting vector
for the radiation fields
|S1| = c
4pi
∣∣E1 ×B1∣∣ = c
4pi
|B1|2. (6)
Then the radiated power is given by
I =
c
4pi
∫
Ω=4pi
|B1|2r2 dΩ. (7)
The magnetic field is
B(r, t) = rot A(r, t), (8)
where A(r, t) is vector potential, which we calculate in the next Sec-
tion.
3 Vector potential
We consider a system of electric charges in a volume V near the origin
and assure that the observation point r is far enough: |r| ≡ r  V 1/3,
see Fig. 1.
The vector potential of such a system in the Lorenz gauge is given
by (cf. [8, p. 408]):
A(r, t) =
1
c
∫
V
dV ′
1
|r− r′| j
(
r′, t− 1
c
|r− r′|
)
, (9)
3
Figure 1: The system of charges is located near the origin and a distant
observer sits at point r.
where dV ′ ≡ dx′ dy′ dz′, and we have taken into account the retarda-
tion effects.
We write for r′  r the following approximations over r′/r:
1
|r− r′| '
1
r
, (10)
|r− r′| ' r − r′ ·∇r = r − r
′ · r
r
, (11)
or, using the unit vector n = r/r,
|r− r′| ' r − n · r′. (12)
Further terms bringing higher powers of r in the denominators can be
neglected when considering the radiation part of the field.
Within this approximation, the vector potential yields
A(r, t) =
1
cr
∫
V
dV ′ j
(
r′, t− r
c
+
1
c
n · r′
)
. (13)
It can be expanded in 1cn · r′ using the Taylor series as follows:
A(r, t) =
1
cr
∫
V
dV ′ j
(
r′, t− r
c
)
+
d
dt
1
c2r
∫
V
dV ′ (n · r′) j
(
r′, t− r
c
)
+
+
d2
dt2
1
2c3r
∫
V
dV ′ (n · r′)2 j
(
r′, t− r
c
)
+ . . . . (14)
The current density for a system of point changes ei at ri moving
with velocities vi = r˙i can be written using the Dirac delta-function
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as follows:
j(r, τ) =
∑
i
eivi(τ)δ
(
r− ri(τ)
)
, (15)
where the retarded time τ = t− r/c was introduced for convenience.
The first term in expansion (14) easily simplifies to the time deriva-
tive of the dipole moment:∫
V
dV ′ j
(
r′, t− r
c
)
=
∑
i
eivi(τ) =
d
dτ
∑
i
eiri(τ) =
d
dτ
d(τ) = d˙(τ).
(16)
Thus, we have in the leading order
A(r, t) =
d˙
(
t− rc
)
cr
+ . . . . (17)
To obtain the next-order correction, we make the following trans-
formations:∫
V
dV ′ (n · r′) j
(
r′, t− r
c
)
=
∑
i
eivi(τ)
∫
V
dV ′ n · r′ δ(r′ − ri(τ)) =
=
∑
i
eivi(n · ri) =
∑
i
ei
dri
dτ
(n · ri) =
=
1
2
d
dτ
∑
i
eiri(n · ri) + 1
2
∑
i
ei
{
vi(n · ri)− ri(n · vi)
}
=
=
1
2
d
dτ
∑
i
eiri(n · ri) + 1
2
∑
i
ei n× (vi × ri). (18)
As we will see further, in the radiation parts of the field, the vec-
tor potential appears only as cross product with the unit vector n.
Thus, one can add to A an arbitrary vector proportional to n without
changing the results. It is convenient to add to the first term of (18):
1
2
d
dτ
∑
i
eiri(n · ri) → 1
2
d
dτ
∑
i
ei
{
ri(n · ri)− nr
2
i
3
}
.
We will further work with the vector potential A shifted as described
above. The sum over i is a contraction of the electric quadrupole
moment tensor
Qjk =
∑
i
ei
{
x
(i)
j x
(i)
k −
r2i
3
δjk
}
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with the unit vector n, yielding some vector D with components
Dj =
∑
k
Qjknk. (19)
The remaining part of this correction involves the cross product of the
magnetic dipole moment
m =
1
2c
∑
i
ei ri × vi (20)
with the unit vector n.
The last term, which is written explicitly in (14), can be trans-
formed as follows:
d2
dt2
1
2c3r
∫
V
dV ′ (n · r′)2 j
(
r′, t− r
c
)
=
=
1
2c3r
d2
dt2
∫
V
dV ′ eiji
(
r′, t− r
c
)
nkx
′
knlx
′
l =
=
1
2c2r
M¨ikl
(
r′, t− r
c
)
nknlei, (21)
where ei are the unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate system and
the summation over repeating indices is implied. The third-rank cur-
rent quadrupole tensor is defined as:
Mikl = 1
c
∫
V
dV ′ jix′kx
′
l. (22)
Note that we do not attempt to make this tensor traceless and just re-
tain the main x′kx
′
l term, which is sufficient for the purposes of further
derivations.
Collecting all contributions in Eq. (14), we arrive at the vector
potential in the following form:
A(r, t) =
d˙
cr
+
m˙× n
cr
+
1
2c2r
D¨ + 1
2c2r
M¨iklnknlei, (23)
where all the quantities are evaluated at the retarded time τ = t−r/c.
The obtained expression might be compared, e.g., to the radiation part
of the vector potential in [18, p. 17].
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4 Bringing it all together
The next step is to calculate the magnetic field B using expression
(23) for the vector potential. We have:
B = rot A = ∇×
[
1
cr
d˙
(
t− r
c
)
+
1
cr
m˙
(
t− r
c
)
× n +
+
1
2c2r
D¨
(
t− r
c
)
+
1
2c2r
M¨ikl
(
t− r
c
)
nknlei
]
.
where we have written the time argument explicitly for convenience.
In order to retain the radiation part B1 ∝ 1/r, it is sufficient
to keep solely the terms where the nabla operator acts on the time
argument only:
∇× f
(
t− r
c
)
= ∇
(
t− r
c
)
× f˙
(
t− r
c
)
=
1
c
f˙
(
t− r
c
)
× n.
This yields
B1 =
d¨× n
c2r
+
(m¨× n)× n
c2r
+
...D × n
2c3r
+
1
2c3r
...Miklnknl εirsnres.
(24)
The four terms in Eq. (24) correspond to the electric dipole, mag-
netic dipole, electric quadrupole, and current quadrupole term, re-
spectively. Explicitly this reads
B1 = Bd + Bm + BQ + BM, (25)
where (mind the 1/c in the definitions of the magnetic moments!)
Bd =
d¨× n
c2r
∝ 1
c2
, (26)
Bm =
n× (n× m¨)
c2r
∝ 1
c3
, (27)
BQ =
...D × n
2c3r
∝ 1
c3
, (28)
BM =
1
2c3r
...Miklnknl εirsnres ∝ 1
c4
, (29)
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Thus, the magnitude of the Poynting vector contains the following
terms:
|S1| = 1
4pi
(
c|Bd|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c3
+ 2cBd ·Bm︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c4
+ 2cBd ·BQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c4
+ (30)
+ c|Bm|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c5
+ c|BQ|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c5
+ 2cBm ·BQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c5
+ 2cBd ·BM︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝1/c5
)
+O(c−6).
4.1 Electric and magnetic dipole radiation
The leading contribution to the radiated power is given by the electric
dipole term. It reads
Id =
c
4pi
∫
Ω=4pi
|Bd|2 r2 dΩ = 1
4pic3
∫
Ω=4pi
|d¨× n|2 dΩ. (31)
Assuming that d¨ is directed along the Oz axis and that the θ angle of
the spherical coordinate system is that between d¨ and n, we obtain
Id =
d¨2
4pic3
∫
Ω=4pi
sin2 θ dΩ =
d¨2
4pic3
2pi∫
0
dφ
pi∫
0
dθ sin3 θ =
2d¨2
3c3
∝ 1
c3
. (32)
In a similar fashion we can calculate the magnetic dipole contri-
bution:
Im =
c
4pi
∫
Ω=4pi
|Bm|2 r2 dΩ = 1
4pic3
∫
Ω=4pi
|(m¨× n)× n|2 dΩ (33)
considering θ as the angle between m¨ and n. We thus see that
Im =
2m¨2
3c3
∝ 1
c5
. (34)
4.2 Terms with zero contributions
The product of the electric dipole and magnetic dipole terms (Bd ·Bm)
contains the scalar product
(d¨× n) · [(m¨× n)× n] = (d¨× n) · [n(n · m¨)− m¨] =
= (d¨ · (n× n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
)(n · m¨)− (d¨× n) · m¨ = n · (d¨× m¨).
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Integration of the respective term in Eq. (4) using spherical coordi-
nates with θ corresponding to the angle between (d¨× m¨) and n yields
zero due to
pi∫
0
sin θ cos θ dθ = 0.
Similar considerations apply to the product of the electric dipole
and the electric quadrupole terms (Bd ·BQ). It contains (d¨×n) ·(
...D×
n), which can be transformed as follows:
(d¨× n) · (...D × n) = d¨ · [n× (...D × n)] = d¨ · ...D − (n · d¨)(n · ...D).
Bearing in mind the definition of D, we obtain:
d¨ · ...D ≡ d¨i
...Di = d¨i
...
Qijnj ,
(n · d¨)(n · ...D) ≡ d¨ini
...Djnj = d¨i
...
Qjkninjnk,
where the summation over repeating indices is implied, as before. It
is easy to show that the integration of the ni components over the
complete solid angle gives zero, e.g.:
∫
Ω=4pi
nx dΩ =
2pi∫
0
dψ
pi∫
0
dθ sin θ · sin θ cosψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
nx=x/r
= 0.
The same holds true for triple products:∫
Ω=4pi
ninjnk dΩ = 0.
This means that there is no contribution into the radiated power from
the product of the electric dipole and quadrupole terms.
In fact, there is a common reason for the above two contributions
being zero: they contain products of an odd number of ni components.
Such expressions always yield zero upon integration over the complete
solid angle. This is a consequence of independence of such an integral
of the choice of axes orientation. The product of ni is an odd-rank
symmetric tensor, and the only tensor of this type invariant under
axes rotation is zero. The same rationale would apply, e.g., to the
products of (Bm ·BM) and (BQ ·BM), which appear in higher orders
of expansion of the radiated power.
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Consider now the product of the magnetic dipole and the electric
quadrupole terms (Bm ·BQ). The expression (
...D × n) · [(m¨× n)× n]
can be transformed as
(
...D × n) · [(m¨× n)× n] = n · (...D × m¨).
SinceD is a vector obtained as a contraction of the electric quadrupole
moment tensor Qij with the unit vector n = r/r, we obtain:
n · (...D × m¨) = niεijk
...Djmk = εijk
...
Qjlnlnimk.
The integrals of two unit vectors over the solid angle can be shown to
equal ∫
Ω=4pi
nlni dΩ =
4pi
3
δli.
The Kronecker delta contracts with
...
Qjl, hence the above term is pro-
portional to
εijk
...
Qjlδlimk = εijk
...
Qjimk = 0
since this is the double contraction of the antisymmetric Levi-Civita
symbol with symmetric quadrupole tensor derivatives.
Such a double contraction of the Levi-Civita symbol with sym-
metric tensors will also yield zero contributions for terms of a similar
nature in higher orders of expansion.
4.3 Electric quadrupole radiation
The square of the electric quadrupole term |...D×n|2 can be transformed
as follows:
(
...D × n) · (...D × n) = ...D · ...D − (n · ...D)(n · ...D) = ...Di
...Di − ni
...Dinj
...Dj =
=
...
Qijnj
...
Qiknk − ni
...
Qiknknj
...
Qjlnl
Thus, the power of the electric quadrupole radiation is equal to
IQ =
c
4pi
1
4c6
∫
Ω=4pi
{...
Qij
...
Qiknjnk −
...
Qik
...
Qjlninjnknl
}
dΩ. (35)
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The integral of four unit vectors is [8, p. 415]:∫
Ω=4pi
ninjnknl dΩ =
4pi
15
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk). (36)
Taking into account that the electric quadrupole moment tensor is
traceless, Qii = 0, Eq. (35) reduces to
IQ =
1
20c5
...
Qij
...
Qij . (37)
The summation over indices i, j is implied in this expression.
It is worth noting that the definition of the quadruple moment
tensor differ in the literature. For instance, using the definition
Q˜jk =
∑
i
ei
{
3x
(i)
j x
(i)
k − r2(i)δjk
}
we obtain a different multiplier in the expression for the quadrupole
radiation power, viz.
IQ =
1
180c5
...
Q˜ij
...
Q˜ij . (38)
4.4 Anapole radiation
The product of the electric dipole term
Bd =
1
c2r
d¨× n = 1
c2r
εpqtd¨pnqet,
with the current quadrupole term (29) yields
2 Bd ·BM = 2 1
c2r
εpqtd¨pnqet · 1
2c3r
...Miklnknl εirsnres =
=
1
c5r2
et · es︸ ︷︷ ︸
=δts
εpqtεirsnknlnqnrd¨p
...Mikl =
=
1
c5r2
d¨p
...Miklεpqtεirtnknlnqnr.
It involves the contraction of the Levi-Civita symbols
εpqtεirt = δpiδqr − δprδqi
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resulting in
2 Bd ·BM = 1
c5r2
(
d¨i
...Miklnknl − d¨q
...Miklnknlnqni
)
,
where the square of a unit vector nrnr = 1.
We will denote the contribution to the radiated power originating
from this term as IA. It equals
IA =
c
4pi
1
c5
∫
Ω=4pi
(
d¨i
...Miklnknl − d¨q
...Miklnknlnqni
)
dΩ.
Performing the transformations similar as in the previous subsection
when dealing with the electric quadrupole radiation, we arrive at
IA =
1
c4
(
4
15
...Mikkd¨i − 2
15
...Miikd¨k
)
= − 2
15c4
( ...Mkki − 2 ...Mikk) d¨i.
This result can be presented in a more convenient form introducing a
vector
T(τ) =
1
10
(Mkki − 2Mikk) ei =
=
1
10c
∫
V
dV ′
{(
j(r′, τ) · r′)r′ − 2r′2 j(r′, τ),}. (39)
known as the anapole1 moment or toroidicity. The former name is due
to the fact that this expression has no correspondence in the multipole
expansion of static electric and magnetic fields. On the other hand,
a toroidal solenoid produces a field, which can be described by T.
Note that terms corresponding to the toroidal moments are sometimes
included in the definitions of the dynamic electric multipole moments,
and corresponding terms given for the radiated power [11, 17, 13].
The power of the anapole radiation is thus
IA = − 4
3c4
...
T · d¨. (40)
In summary, the radiated power up to 1/c5 is given by:
I = Id + Im + IQ + IA
=
2d¨2
3c3
+
2m¨2
3c3
+
1
20c5
...
Qij
...
Qij −
4
3c4
...
T · d¨. (41)
1The term was proposed by Zel’dovich following the suggestion by Kompaneets [19].
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Since the 1/c factor enters both the magnetic moment and toroidicity,
the last three terms are proportional to 1/c5, being thus the 1/c2 lower
correction to the leading term, i.e., the (electric) dipole approximation.
Any subsequent terms in the expansion of the vector potential would
yield corrections of the order 1/c7 and higher. From the considerations
of symmetric properties of tensor products it can be shown that even
powers of 1/c would be missing from the expansion, just like the 1/c4
terms in Eq. (30).
5 Discussion
It is not difficult to see why the anapole term is often neglected when
considering the radiated power. The reason is that IA contains the
second time derivative of the electric dipole moment d¨, which also
defines the electric dipole radiated power Id. Usually, the latter is
sufficient as the principal approximation and the calculation of the
corrections is required only if Id = 0. But in this case d¨ = 0 and
hence IA = 0 as well. This means that the anapole term becomes
relevant only if the radiated power requires a higher precision than
the dipole term alone.
In the static case, the electromagnetic field of the torus is zero out-
side the system but time-dependent distributions of charges and cur-
rents generate the electric field, in particular, with the radiation pat-
tern of a dipole [20]. Such a moment is known as toroidicity, toroidal
dipole or anapole moment. In higher approximations, other toroidal
multipoles appear as well [7, 14, 15, 17].
Applying the same strategy as in in derivations of the electric and
magnetic dipole radiation in Sec. 4.1, it is straightforward to show
that the radiation of the torus is given by
Itorus =
2
...
T
2
3c5
∝ 1
c7
. (42)
This contribution, together with the electric dipole (32) and anapole
(40) radiation, completes the square:
Id+t =
2
3c3
(
d¨− 1
c
...
T
)2
=
2d¨2
3c3
− 4
3c4
...
T · d¨ + 2
...
T
2
3c5
, (43)
cf. also [14].
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In summary, we have obtained an expression for the power of the
electromagnetic field radiation in the approximation next to the dipole
one, i. e., with terms proportional to 1/c5, which is the accuracy suf-
ficient for comparisons with most present-day measurements.
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